INSTRUCTION MANUAL

SAFETY ADVICE:
This product is not intended for use by children or persons with reduced
physical, sensory, or mental capabilities, or who lack experience or knowledge,
unless they are being supervised by a person responsible for their safety.
To avoid danger of suffocation, please keep all plastic packaging out of reach of
children.
Product uses UV light: do not look directly into the aperture when in use and
exercise appropriate caution to avoid damage to vision.
Do not operate the machine if there is any damage to the power cord and/or
plug, or any damage to the unit is suspected or visible. If any damage is found
upon delivery of the product or as a result of normal use outlined in this manual,
contact customer services.
Retain packaging and paperwork for future reference and store the unit safely
away from children and animals.
This equipment is intended for indoor use only.
Always disconnect the power cable and unplug when not in use.
Do not disassemble the unit and only use the MYOS280 for the purpose outlined
in this manual.
Ideal Sourcing Limited warrants that our machines and their related accessories
(collectively and individually referred to as “Product(s)”) will be free from
defects in material and workmanship. This limited warranty will extend for a
period of one (1) year from date of purchase for electronic parts, such as motors,
wiring, and switches. This limited warranty applies only to Products with proof of
purchase. If the product is damaged due to misuse or neglect, the warranty is
null and void.
U.K. voltage: 230v
U.S. voltage: 120v
50/60Hz
Machine switches off
automatically after one
hour of inactivity
Weight: Approx.
2.5kg
Made in China

Customer services:
info@screensensation.com
+44 3300 415688

INTRODUCTION:
Thank you for purchasing the Screen Sensation® MYOS280.
This product enables you to create your own screens for the Screen
Sensation® Screen Printing Kit in approx. 20 minutes using ANY image.
The MYOS280 truly puts bespoke design at your fingertips, allowing you
to put your creative flair into home décor projects, t-shirt printing, gifts,
and stationery, as well as customising furniture, fabrics, and paper. The
possibilities brought to you by this product are endless.
The detail you can achieve in around 20 minutes will astound and amaze
you as you take virtually any surface and enhance it with a design all of
your own making!
The MYOS280 truly makes the Screen Sensation® Screen Printing Kit a
business in a box.
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KIT CONTENTS:
1x Screen Sensation® MYOS280
1x U.K. Power Cable
1x U.S. Power Cable

MACHINE:
TOP VIEW:

Power
Slowest Speed
2nd Slowest Speed

Reverse
Fastest Speed
2nd Fastest Speed

FRONT VIEW:
Buttons

Aperture
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STEP BY STEPS:
1

Print your chosen design
onto a sheet of printable acetate.

IMPORTANT: Your design needs to be a
black and white image only, remember that
the black areas of your design will be the
areas of your screen which print. The print
needs to be as opaque as you can make it.
If after printing your design is not opaque,
print a second sheet and lay it over the
top accurately, then tape the two sheets
together ensuring you do not cover any
areas of the design or the area you want to
print.

Ensure you are working in a low light
area. If exposed in normal light or
under a light bulb the UV reactive mesh
will become unusable.

2

Place a sheet of the UV reactive mesh onto
the black opaque plate. Next place your
printed design on top of the mesh and
finally add the clear plastic plate over the
top to sandwich all the elements together
securely.
Turn on the machine, the button will be
illuminated. Select your chosen speed
and feed the plates into the front of the
machine which will then automatically feed
through.
There are four speed settings on the top
right-hand side of the machine, these will
expose the screens at different speeds.
1 is the slowest speed, 4 is the fastest.
1 = Lowest detail
2 = Average detail
3 = High detail
4 = Highest detail
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Once the sandwich has run through
the machine remove the clear plate
and printed design from the top of the
mesh.

3

Transfer the mesh into an opaque
container of clean water and submerge.
Ensure the entire surface of the mesh is
covered by the water for 10 seconds before
step 4.

4

You can now work in normal light
conditions.

Using a sponge brush, lightly brush the
surface of the mesh where your design
has been exposed. You will be able to see
the design on the surface if the mesh has
exposed correctly. This will remove the UV
reactive material.
Carefully brush both sides of the mesh
to ensure all of your design is clear when
printing. NOTE: For best results, use a
sponge brush.

Allow your mesh to dry while you
pour away the water and clean the
container you used to soak the mesh.
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Once the design has finished drying you
can use your bespoke design as you would
any of the pre-made Screen Sensation
Screens®.
If you are creating designs for the Screen
Sensation® Compact or the 5” x 7” aperture
for the original Screen Sensation®, you will
need to cut down your mesh to make it fit
on your frame. You should always create
your artwork to the size of the frame you
will be printing with.
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PREPARING ARTWORK:
The MYOS280 allows you to create unbelievably detailed screen printing
designs which are completely unique to you.
The detail is only rivalled by the pre-made screens for the Screen
Sensation® and we know you will be stunned with the designs you can
create.
Follow these simple steps to prepare your artwork for transferring the
design to your mesh:

1

Only use black and white images to create your
artwork. Your design needs to be completely
opaque when printed onto acetate as coloured
designs will not block the light from the machine,
therefore exposing the entire mesh. This will result
in overexposure.

2

If you are using a design that involves thin lines,
test them before making the entire screen. This is
to ensure that they will not be overexposed in the
screen making process and your full design won’t be
ruined.
For your first time using the machine, it may be a
good idea to try testing what you can create. You
don’t need to use a whole sheet of the mesh to do
this. Simply cut down your mesh into small pieces
and test through the machine as normal. This will
allow you to experiment without wasting mesh.

3

4

The maximum size for creating artwork to use with
the original Screen Sensation® is 23cm/9” square.
Designs for the Compact or 7 x 5 aperture should
measure 15cm x 10cm/6” x 4”.

The MYOS280 is designed to work with Screen Sensation® UV
Reactive Mesh. Use this product for best results.
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INSPIRATION:

8
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FOR HINTS, TIPS AND INSPIRATION, PLEASE VISIT:

WWW.SCREENSENSATION.COM

Ideal Sourcing Ltd:
Ideal Home House, Newark Road,
Peterborough,
Cambridgeshire, PE1 5WG
Company Number: 04901445
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